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men and women who,
against all odds, thrived
in the field of baseball.
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NEGRO
LEAGUE
SERIES
Rosy Petri

"The Men and Women of the Negro League"

ABOUT THE SERIES
The Negro League Series contains 3 fabric
portraiture works by artist, Rosy Petri. Created
from a love of the sport and the contributions
of both the men and women who simply
wanted to play the game and did so with the
highest caliber of skill and style.
The Men and Women of the Negro League
Brave Brothers
Hammerin' Hank
Each piece showcases the care and attention
to detail Perti grants all of her works of art.
Honoring the legacies of a few of the greatest
to don a uniform and play ball.

"Brave Brothers"

ROSY PETRI
"Art is meant to educate,
enlighten, engage, and or evoke
something in it's viewer, Petri's,
"Negro League" Series
accomplishes all of this and
more."
~ Natassha R. Chambliss
Lines Gallery, Inc.

" Hammerin' Hank"

About the Artist
Rosy Petri is a mother, artist, and storyteller
from Milwaukee, Wisconsin. In 2020, Petri
received the Mildred Harpole Artist of the
Year award from the City of Milwaukee Arts
Board and was selected as a Mary L. Nohl
Emerging Artist Fellow. In 2019, as the 11th
Pfister Artist in Residence, she created a
space to showcase her fabric portraits, record
podcast interviews, and celebrate traditions
of the African diaspora. The prior year, Petri
was a Milwaukee Artist Resource Network
mentee under artist Della Wells. Petri’s work
can be viewed in several prominent
Milwaukee locations, including the Pfister
Hotel, where Shavonda’s Bridal High Tea, a
legacy piece, commemorates her residency;
Northwestern Mutual’s Giving Gallery, where
her gestural portrait series Together is
featured; and at the Milwaukee County
Courthouse, where her MKE WI series is
installed outside the county executive’s office.
Petri’s art and fine craft can be found at
www.thisisparadisehome.com.

